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BOLANG GU

MY OWN BOLANG GU

A Bolang Gu is a traditional hand drum from
China. Often referred to as a rattle drum or pellet
drum, this instrument is sometimes thought of
as a children’s toy, but similar versions can be
found in many Asian cultures including as a drum
called a Damaru used in some Hindu and Buddhist
ceremonies and Japanese percussion instrument
called a Den-Den Daiko.

Materials

2
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Method

The Bolang Gu has other uses in China too, first
recorded uses are found between 475–221 BC and
was later used not only as a musical instrument,
but also in rites, business activities and as a
means for street peddlers to attract the attention
of potential customers.
The Bolang Gu has two playing surfaces (heads)
attached to a rod. On either side of the head is
a string with a pellet attached, when played the
pellets strike the heads creating a rhythmic rattle.
In order to create this sound, the player must
twist the drum on its axis, by either holding the
rod of the instrument between their palms and
rubbing their palms together (as if warming their
hands) or holding the rod of the instrument in one
hand and rotating their wrist back and forth.

Corrugated Cardboard (approx. A4) | A piece of String
(approx. 30cm) | Plastic Beads x 2 | PVA Glue | Pencil
| A mug or round object to draw around) | A straw or
skewer (to use as a rod) | Scissors
Optional: A ruler | Any materials you wish to decorate
your Bolang Gu with

1 Draw two circles onto your cardboard using your
round object and at least 4 square shapes approximately 2cmx2cm, then cut out all of your shapes.
2 On one side of both circles draw a line to mark the
direction of the ridges in your cardboard.
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3 Find the centre of your piece of string, then place the
centre of your string onto one of your cardboard circles
so that it is at a right angle to the line you drew in the
previous step, creating a cross. Glue the string all the
way across your cardboard circle.
4 Remaining on the same circle, glue your rod onto the
centre line you drew in step 2.
5 Glue one square either side of your rod, on top of
your string. Press your squares down and see if they sit
higher than your rod, if they don’t, glue another square
on top and check again, keep placing another square
on top until they sit higher than your rod.
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6 Put plenty of glue of top of your square and then glue
the other circle on top. It’s now looking like a drum!
Leave to dry.
7 Place your string across the front of your drum and
tie a knot where it sits across the centre of the drumhead. Repeat on other side.
8 Add a bead to both ends of the string and tie a knot
to hold in place.
9 Decorate if you wish... and you can start playing!
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ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

RHYTHMS OF LIFE

There are many rhythms in life, the tidal flow, night and day, breathing in and out, our
beating heart. Weare going to look at Circadian Rhythm.
So, what is circadian rhythm?
Some refer to this as a single “biological clock” or the “sleep/wake cycle”, but there is
actually a lot more going on inside our bodies besides just sleep and wakefulness. Circadian
rhythms are physical, mental, and behavioural changes that follow an approximate 24-hour
cycle. Our breath and heartbeat are constant reminders of life’s pulsing rhythm that moves
within and around us. Our lives are orchestrated or guided by the rising and setting of
the sun. Like most people, your body naturally wakes up, gets hungry, and feels tired at
the same times each day. If you have ever wondered why, you have circadian rhythms to
thank. These daily cycles are essential for regulating important biological functions that
help keep you healthy. If this rhythm is out of sync it can play havoc with your body-clock
and wellbeing.
Tips on regulating and maintain your circadian rhythm.
Regulate you sleep pattern and maintain a good sleep schedule.
Avoid blue lighting at night, mainly from using your computer or phone. At night they will
disturb your sleep cycle.
Use the diagram below that shows the rhythm of your inner clock. (Colour it in and mark
reminders at certain time of the day and night to help you get or keep you sync). Cut it out and
keep it where it will remind you.
12:00 pm

10:00 am
Highest Alertness

2:30 pm
Best Coordination

3:30 pm
Fastest Reaction Time
7:30 am
Melatonin (sleep hormone
released by body) Stops

5:00 pm
Greatest Cardiovascular
Efficiency and Muscle
Strenght

6:30 am
Sharpest Blood Pressure
Rise

6:00 am

6:00 pm

RHYTHMS OF NATURE
The Fibonacci sequence or
rhythm appears all the time
frequently in our nature.
Those unconscious flowers,
plants, or objects have no
idea about mathematics. A
divine force is just setting
up a little system and, they
have been showing us a
beautiful mathematical art,
fascinating us for thousands
of years. This sequence is
generated by adding the two
previous numbers together.
0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,89,
144... and so on. Try this
exercise:
First make a graph and put
the numbers in the relevant
boxes. This forms what is
called the golden rectangle.
Then if you draw a line starting
in the left bottom corner of the
golden rectangle within the
first square and then touch
each
succeeding
multiple
squares outside corner, you
will create a Fibonacci spiral.

This sequence can be seen throughout nature. If you look closely at the three pictures below
you can find this spiral pattern of numbers, no matter what the plant or object is the
numbers are always in this sequence. If you also look at a wave, the milkyway, a hurricane,
a rose bud, even a fingerprint the sequence is always there.
Can you see the sequence in these images? Do you know what these pictures are? answers
on page 17.

6:30 pm
Highest Blood Pressure
7:00 pm
Highest Body Temp

4:30 am
Lowest Body Temperature

9:00 pm
Melatonin (sleep hormone
released by body) Starts

2:oo am
Deepest Sleep
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12:00 am
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Robert is a writer and poet. His work, cooked with a pinch of humour, invites
the reader to visit places and experience the world through his eyes, here he
writes about his inspirations and journey with writing.

MORNING
The smell of the city.
It’s the grime, the giving, the gravy,
The liquid molten fire..
But by Loch Lomond
All was still..
I am confused
Looking out over London Town

IN FOCUS

ROBERT MORRISON

This morning,
Confused;

My name is Robert, and I am a member of Arts Network.
I know (and have known) a painter or two in my life, and they tend to say that they
can’t paint faces, but they can paint landscapes. Or vice versa.
I can’t paint anything. I’m shocking at it. I might as well be Jacko out of the sitcom,
‘Brush Strokes’, a painter AND decorator with a sense of humour. It best describes my
work on canvas.
I do write however, and have been at it for years.
In naive times I thought it would be good to be the next William Shakespeare. Soon
I realised quite luckily that I could brush up a poem or two, which kept my strange
ambitions afloat. I found out however that as knowledge grows, so does writing style.
I was forced to abandon my ideas about being The Bard, turning my ideas to a bard
of a different temper.

The Loch

I discovered Dylan Thomas along my way, and at one point my poems were

So behind us,

haunting “Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good Night, rage, rage, rage against the dying

The Loch
So beautiful,

even compared to his. Someone must have had a sense of humour. Dylan wrote the
of the light. “
I wrote, “That Was A Very Good Night, rage, rage, rage, when you regret having had
sixteen pints.”

So at peace..
Yet those larks are the same.
The sweet air of the Loch,
And the tweets of the sky?
Just the same.

Like all people who are involved with a form of art, the interest never leaves you.
It’s like dad’s old golf clubs, lurking somewhere in the loft or in the corner of a dark
cupboard. When you’re not doing it, you’re thinking about it. For example when you
learn a new fact you start thinking about when and where you will use it in a future
manuscript. It’s just what I do and other writers must do as well.
Over the course of time, my style has developed with many ups and downs in my
personal life. In reality, I didn’t want to be William Shakespeare (come now). After
watching the film, Amadeus, backwards and forwards for many years. I could see
that its writer, Peter Shaffer, could produce words that were up there with his young
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upstart Mozart’s unfailing genius.
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My cauliflower cheese
We all became chefs.
I called my attempts
Lockdown Specials.
We tried not to raid the biscuit tin
Again and again,
But at the business end,
What could you do?
Just look at the news.
I made imaginary friends
With haute cuisine.
The simple bean,
Transferring itself into a giant of gourmet.
All flesh may have seen
My stews together
As my sinews counted
My tea breaks in between.
In a world of bake off spectaculars,
Of high class ready meals
From the manufacturer,
I started with Fray Bentos,
(Oh how I strayed),
And ended with Rum Babas,
Made in the egg poacher,
(They actually turned out okay).
To those of us who fantasised about cookery genius, the food being so glorious,
and the taste being so hideous,
We did manage I say, to unscramble all our heads despite putting up with food we wished
we never did.
And now, as I clean that kitchen surface off once more
Before I go to bed,
I reflect now
How lockdown was certainly a spectacle
Helping me to entertain
Enthusiastic dinner guests
Who never had to show up
Or throw up
My cauliflower cheese
Or as that imagination got processed in my head.
Lockdown wasn’t just me of course,
Watching gourmet chefs off TV.
If reality was a one year course
Then we all professed adaptability.
It was me with my one course
Sat there, learning, thinking about it, coming up with world solutions, seeing who I was
become what I am, dining out on whatever I pleased.

Shaffer wrote other fascinating plays like Equus, and The Royal Hunt Of The Sun,
but by now I had reason on my side. I could see my own future horizons. Instead
of trying to contribute to art, as Shaffer, Shakespeare, and Dylan Thomas had, it
became apparent that my world worked better when I was penning stuff that made
me smile. I’d come along the road from trying to be as good as I could be to just
enjoying what I wrote: My work was more Janet Street Porter than Peter, Dylan And
William. This doesn’t mean my work is unsuitable for Dickens fans. It just means my
culture is different. For example, the information I store away for my future adoring
public tends to be about junk food. Janet Street Porter? Pre Loose Women she tamed
the male dominated Fleet Street of the 1970s. I know about these things, so why not
write about them. In taking it easy with my writing skills, my writing became easier
on the eye. I’m still waiting for a publisher. Output maybe lacking those guys mastery
of their craft.
Haven’t thrown out all those former names from the past though. How could I?
Shakespeare, Thomas, and Shaffer, had my back for too long.
Didn’t we all dream of a live broadcast of a Midsummer Night’s dream last year, and
wasn’t Under Milk Wood set in Llarregub, and did Amadeus not have gags in it to make
even a genius like Mozart feel permanently proud? Humour is in the Arts too.
My long long life with my literary heroes has been pleasant and educational with my
output maybe lacking their amazing mastery of their craft.
However, I will end by quoting an old key worker in mental health to sum up my point.
He said to me, that life had taken him this way and that, without ever knowing ever
where he’d end up next.
I asked him why he worked as a care professional with so much talent not reflected
in wages.
He replied that he couldn’t do what Robert de Niro did for a living but Robert de Niro
couldn’t do what he did for a living.
Those words were said to me many, many years ago. Thanks.

It was my cauliflower cheese, they were my mushy peas, they were my expertise.
It was the way I put my tray on a given day
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Between my knees.

I’m not Robert de Niro, I am Robert Morrison and I suppose he can’t do what I can
do either.
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ACTIVITY

3

Method

3 The next song is The Lion Sleeps
Tonight by The Tokens, you are going to
repeat step one absorbing the song and
moving your body to its rhythm. When
you are ready again lower your pencil
to the middle of your paper and again
move round along the imaginary spiral
making curves and lines that respond to
the rhythm of the song. (See example
2)

This activity is intended to be made in parallel
with music, we are suggesting some songs
for the activity but if you don’t have access to
the songs you can still have a go by listening
to a music station on the radio or play your
favourite songs in whatever device you have
at hand. Try choosing a variety of songs with
different rhythms and start with the songs
with the slowest rhythm and move up, ending
with your most upbeat song.

4 The next song is Don’t Worry Be
Happy by Bobby McFerrin. You are
going to repeat exactly the same steps
as before, however this time instead of
drawing a continuous doodle, you can
lift your pencil to create other types
of marks on your paper, still following
your imaginary spiral but trying to be
freer with the marks you make along
the way. (See example 3)

4

1 The first song we are going to work with
is ‘A Wonderful World’ by Louis Amstrong. If
you don’t have access to this song you can
choose something else, try finding something
that is slow in rhythm. Before starting to draw
anything, you are going to close your eyes
and listen to the song, swing your head move
your shoulders and let the song envelop you.
After a few seconds open your eyes, grab
your pen or pencil and swing it side to side
pretending you are conducting an orchestra.

5 The last of our suggested songs
is Blame It On The Boogie by The
Jacksons, again follow the first few
steps, get dancing and feeling the
rhythm before you start drawing once
you are absorbed by the boogie, lower
your pencil to the paper and do the
same as before using your imaginary
spiral as guide but this time allowing
yourself to be even more free. (See
example 4)

2 Slowly lower your hand to your
paper starting in the middle and start
drawing. Imagine there is an imaginary spiral
starting in the middle and opening round and
round across the paper, follow this imaginary
spiral and move your hand with the music,
try not lifting out the pencil and drawing a
continuous doodle inspired by what you hear.
(See example 1)

Now that you have practiced this
technique you can go get a scratch
piece of paper and try drawing to your
favourite song.

1

DANCING PENCIL
Materials
Paper | Pencil or pen | Music | Scratch paper

2

Example 1
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You can try this technique with any
song and you can also colour in or add
textures to your pencil drawings (See
example 5). Have fun!

5

Example 2

Example 3

Example 4

Example 5
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ACTIVITY

MORSE CODE ART

ORIGAMI HEART

Morse Code is an encrypted form of communication based on rhythm and
pattern. Comprised of only dots and dashes, it was originally invented to
communicate messages over long distances, and can be considered the first
form of text messaging!
This activity asks you to create a piece of word art using the morse code
alphabet. Using the key below, write a decorative word or sentence that
incorporates morse code.

ACTIVITY

1

2

In this issue we invite you to make a
heart, inspired in our very own internal
drum which keeps the rhythm of our
bodies. It has also inspired numerous
musicians to compose melodies and
songs about matters of the heart.
Materials

This is an open-ended task, and there are a number of ways you can interpret it.
You might want to conceal the hidden morse code message inside a larger
picture, or you can use it in a unique way to create an abstract piece. You
could even use the morse code to create a pointillist picture!

A square piece of paper
3

We’d love to see what you come up with!

Method
1 Fold your piece of paper in half
diagonally to make creases from
corner to corner. Do this for both corners
so you have a cross in your paper.

Next to the Alphabeth there is an example, can you guess what it says ?
Morse code alphabet
4

2 With your paper placed in a diamond
shape (not a square) fold-in one of the
corners to the centre line.

5

3 Take the corner at the bottom and
fold it up to the top so the point is in
line with the top edge.
4 Fold the bottom right side up to the
centerfold. Do the same for the bottom
left side
5 Fold the corners on the top, and the
ones on either side in so that the edges
are rounded.
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ACTIVITY

TRACING RHYTHMS OF NATURE
Materials

PUZZLE

CROSSWORDS

Tracing paper | Pen or pencil | Colours (optional)
Method
The next activity encourages you to celebrate the rhythms of nature, taking inspiration
from the way in which everything in our natural world seems to have a rhythm of its
own and in its ability to create patterns and symphonies of colour, smell and sound.
All you need to do is grab a piece of tracing paper and choose different elements from
the images, overlaying shapes to create a collage filled with natural shapes and forms.

Across:

Down:

4 Lets have a...

1 Gone without
a...

6 To be a
drummer you
have to have...

2 Marks to give a
sentence rhythm

7 Code used to
communicate

3 Low pitched
guitar

8 The Bard

5 Tradiotional
hand drum from
china

9 A metronome
helps
Answers from page 7:
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Flower | Pine cone | Shell
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WRITING ACTIVITY

WRITING WITH RHYTHM
It may not be obvious, but rhythm is an essential part of all writing. How words flow
on a page, the sounds they make together, the pace of a piece of writing, all depend
on the rhythm of the language. Punctuation is perhaps the clearest sign of this, we
use punctuation to give rhythm to our writing.
This function of rhythm in writing is especially at work in poetry. Most poets are acutely aware of the elements of rhythm in their work, focusing in on syllables, rhyming
patterns and line lengths to shape their poetry.
This exercise asks you to write a poem with a clear rhyming structure.
This poem can be as long, or as short as you like, it just needs to rhyme according to
a clear pattern.
To create this pattern, use letters to decide on which lines the rhymes will repeat.
So, an A-B-A-B poem will rhyme on alternating lines, below is an example:
(A) The people along the sand
(B) All turn and look one way,
(A): They turn their back on the land,
(B) They look at the sea all day,
You will notice that all the lines that are labelled with the same letters rhyme.
You can also try a different rhyme scheme like ABCB. In this kind, only the second and
fourth lines will rhyme. Here is an example:
(A) I woke up one morning,
(B) Looked out on a bright day,
(C) Opened my mouth to say something,
(B) But forgot what I wanted to say
Give it a go yourself! You can try one of the above rhyming schemes, or come up with
your own one. Why not try an ABCC rhyming structure, or an ABBA, or a different one
completely!
The poems don’t have to be confined to four lines, just repeat the structure as you
progress through the poem.
18
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Arts Network is a charity that provides an inspirational and understanding
environment for people with mental health support needs, and challenges the stigma
of mental health.
It is our firm belief that given the time, space, and support, everyone can improve
their wellbeing and learn to manage their mental health. At Arts Network we facilitate
this by enabling people to build relationships and enter into a community centered
around art and artistic practice.
This Activity book is an Arts Network project designed to bring creativity to peoples
home and make sure we ‘Stay Connected’.
If you would like to share your creations with us, email them to:
stayconnected@artsnetwork.org.uk
For more information about the charity visit:
www.artsnetwork.org.uk or give us a call on 07402263418
Charity Number 1157803 CompanyNumber 07897115

Its with the support of Arts Network Funders that this issue is brought to you

If you or someone you know is stuggling with their mental health, help is available here:

Mind
0300 123 3393
info@mind.org.uk
Anxiety UK
03444 775 774
07537 416905
support@anxietyuk.org.uk

Crisis support
0800 731 2864 (Option 1)
to speak to our local 24 hour
mental health crisis line.
Shout Crisis text line
Text shout to 85258
Rethink Mental Illness
0300 5000 927

SLAM
0800 731 2864
Samaritans
116 123
jo@samaritans.org

